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What is it used for?

How to use

It’s a multi-surface antibacterial disinfectant that 
kills 99.999% of microorganisms and is ideal for 
daily cleaning.

It doesn’t replace strong degreasers and descalers.

To use, simply spray, wipe or 
mop any surface, including 
glass and fabrics as part of 
your normal cleaning 
practices.

Activation Apply as a mist And repeat

It also works as a deodoriser, 
you can apply it as a mist for 
disinfecting large areas and 
it’s great for scrubber dryers.

Once you’ve run out or before 
the solution reverts back to 
salty water – you simply make 
more.
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How to clean with Toucan Eco

www.toucaneco.co.uk



Tips on cleaning with Toucan Eco

www.toucaneco.co.uk

The greener way to clean workplaces safely

Simply make, spray, wipe or mop.

The solution will disinfect all hard surfaces and fabrics, killing 
99.999% of bacteria.

And with a gentle pH of between 7.7 and 8.2 it’s a non-aggressive 
cleaner too, leaving a smear-free finish on glossy surfaces without 
any chemical residue.

Use it anywhere. There’s no need for one cleaner for the bathroom 
and another for the kitchen – and use it liberally as it’s virtually free.

It’s ready to use - so don’t dilute it or mix it with chemicals as it’s 
made at the perfect concentration.

It’s great for daily cleaning, and can be used as part of a deep clean 
for disinfecting areas, but it’s not a heavy degreaser or descaler. 

No special equipment is needed – use whatever cloths, bottles and 
mops or scrubber dryers you normally use, again and again as we’re 
into reusing not wasting! But for best results use microfibre.

Once you’ve run out – or after five to seven days when the solution 
has reverted back to slightly salty water – you simply make more.

 

For wiping – spray the surface, even spray the cloth, then 
rub to remove all solution. 

For fabric – spray and leave to soak before removing with a 
clean cloth or brush. Repeat until clean.

For mopping – it’s great for pre-soaked microfibre or spray 
mopping. And it’s fine to spray alongside a bucket of hot 
water if that’s what you’re used to.

For floor machines – just add the solution and scrub away.

It’s also great as a deodoriser – it’s not designed to mask 
smells as it’s pretty much fragrance free, but does kill the 
bacteria that causes the smell. And as it’s non-allergenic 
you can happily spray away.

A general cleaning tip is to always clean from the cleanest to dirtiest 
area and top to bottom. And always with clean tools.

Think of it as a multipurpose disinfectant and cleaner. 


